WEBSITE DISCLAIMER

This web site is intended to provide our patients and prospective patients with
information to support their educational and their visit to Valley Urologic
Associates (VUA). It is strictly for information only and is not intended as medical
advice to any prospective patient, current patient, nor lay person. If you have any
need for personal advice or have any questions regarding your health, please
consult your personal physician. If you are a current patient, please contact your
physician or make an appointment to see one of our physicians. The information
will hopefully increase your knowledge about urologic conditions and specifically
your health.
HIPPA: Valley Urologic Associates is bound by the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Valley Urologic Associates provides no
guarantee of accuracy or warranties of any kind. Utilization of this information is
at the sole risk of the user. As with any matter of law, independent legal counsel
should be consulted regarding compliance with the requirements of the HIPAA.
Furthermore, VUA will not share any information you provide us through this web
site with any other entity without your consent.
Links to Third Party Sites: We strive to link Third Party Sites that will improve
your access to information and facilitate your care. We strive to uphold the
highest standards in protecting your privacy. However, we are not responsible
and cannot control the content on Third Party Sites nor its inherent risks of
accessing these sites including, but not limited to: computer viruses, worms, popups, internet malicious software downloads, and advertisements.
Disclaimer: The VUA website and its contents are provided to you for
informational purposes only, and there may be times when there errors on this
site. Valley Urologic Associates provides no guarantee of accuracy or warranties
of any kind. Utilization of this information is at the sole risk of the user. VUA
expressly disclaims any representation or warranty, expressed or implied,
concerning the accuracy or completeness of the information. We undertake that
you as the user assume full responsibility for the use of the information and
understand that VUA is not responsible or liable for any claim, loss, or damage
arising from the use of the information.

